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Arguments, Soundness and Validity 
 
1. Identify Sherlock Holmes’s argument in the passage from the Blue Carbuncle 

(cf. back page). How does Holmes argue for the man’s intelligence? You may 
try to find out how he argues for the other features (e.g., the decline in 
fortunes, self-respect). 

 
2. Analyse Hume’s argument: “Since morals […] have an influence on the actions 

and affectations, it follows, that they cannot be deriv’d from reason; and that 
because reason alone […] can never have any such influence. Morals excite 
passions, and produce or prevent actions. Reason of itself is utterly impotent in 
this particular. The rules of morality, therefore, are not conclusions of our 
reason.” (A Treatise of Human Nature, 3.1.1.6) 

 
3. Beliefs are consistent if they can be true together. Which of these sets of beliefs 

are consistent?1 
 
(a) Jack says: I have invented an amazing new sedative which makes people faster 

and more attentive. 
 
(b) Jackie says: I have never drawn anything in my life. But if I only sat down for a 

minute or so and tried, I could a drawing as good as anything by Picasso. 
 
(c) Fred says: For pudding tonight, we should use either fresh rasperries or 

strawberries. Rasperries are not available in January. Strawberries are 
unaffordable this time of year. 

 
The last exercises are about validity and soundness. For background, you can consult 
the resources available from the course website: 
http://open.conted.ox.ac.uk/series/first-steps-formal-logic. 
 
4. Construct a valid argument. Alternative: scan the news for an invalid argument. 
 
5. Could all the premises of a valid argument be false? Explain your answer. 
 
6. Could an invalid argument have a true conclusion? Explain your answer. 
 
7. Could there be invalid but sound argument? Explain your answer. 

                                                
1  After Hodges, W. (2001). Logic. London: Penguin (pp. 1–3). 
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